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1 Introduction

‘Unmet medical need’ (UMN) is a central concept in the 
incentivisation and development of new health technologies, 
and the identification of a particular medical need as ‘unmet’ 
is intended to encourage innovation in that area [1]. A mean-
ingful distinction is essential for informed decision making 
and priority setting by a range of stakeholders including 
public research funders (e.g. Horizon Europe), health regu-
lators (e.g. the European Medicines Agency), national and 
multi-national health technology assessment (HTA) agencies 
(e.g. EUnetHTA), patients and patient advocates, and the 
pharmaceutical industry. Incentives available to these stake-
holders include, amongst others, preferential access to pub-
lic research funds; protocol assistance for small-sized and 
medium-sized enterprises; access to alternative or ‘adaptive’ 
regulatory pathways; consideration of UMN as a value ele-
ment in HTAs; and financial incentives or innovative pay-
ment models at the reimbursement stage. Targeted incen-
tives for innovation around UMN are part of larger efforts 
to ensure the efficiency, effectiveness, quality, sustainability, 
safety and affordability of health systems [2], and there was 
broad agreement at a recent workshop on a pharmaceutical 
strategy for Europe that incentives are an important tool in 
ensuring the development of innovative medicines to address 
pressing health needs [3].

However, despite the centrality of UMN in the develop-
ment pathway, this concept is not understood in the same 
way by different stakeholders [4]. Inconsistencies in its 
understanding diminish the usefulness of UMN as a con-
cept that, at its essence, is meant to distinguish more urgent 
societal health needs from less urgent needs [2, 4]. We sug-
gest that, to agree on shared and consistent criteria for dis-
tinguishing pressing from less urgent health needs, it will 

first be necessary for stakeholders to agree on what they are 
trying to achieve though this distinction.

2  Need for Consistency 
in the Understanding of UMN

Given the diversity of stakeholders [5] and the range of 
potential incentives along the drug development pathway, 
from drug discovery to commercialisation and reimburse-
ment, a shared understanding of what constitutes an UMN 
is critical to providing a consistent and reliable signal to 
innovators [4]. Such signals are particularly important where 
conventional market mechanisms may not otherwise be suf-
ficient to encourage research and commercialisation. How-
ever, the same workshop on a pharmaceutical strategy for 
Europe noted earlier highlighted an increasing perception 
that there is “no general agreement on a common defini-
tion of ‘unmet medical need” [3]. Similar sentiments were 
expressed in the 2020 European Union Pharmaceutical Strat-
egy Roadmap, which noted that “innovation efforts are not 
always aligned with public health and health system needs 
due to the lack of a common understanding of the concept 
of UMN amongst stakeholders and decision-makers” [6]. 
These perceptions are supported by a 2019 review by Vre-
man et al [4] which found 16 different operational definitions 
of UMN, many of which differed in substantive respects and 
were heavily context dependent. The authors grouped these 
elements into broad categories of concerns over alternative 
treatments, disease burden and patient population. This lack 
of alignment means that innovators may not be sufficiently 
incentivised to invest in the complex science required to 
address the most urgent health needs in a timely and effi-
cient manner.
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An example of regulatory and HTA misalignment around UMNs: 
Polivy for diffuse large B-cell lymphoma in France

The absence of a shared understanding of UMNs can lead to 
inconsistent decisions or priorities between stakeholders, leading 
in turn to delays or barriers to development. We suggest that such 
a misalignment explains at least some of the experience of Polivy 
(polatuzumab vedotin) under France’s Temporary Use Authorisa-
tion (ATU) scheme.

The primary objective of the ATU is accelerated patient access to 
promising medicines not yet covered by a marketing authorisation 
in France, particularly in areas of recognised UMN. To achieve 
faster access, promising medicines are made available through the 
ATU before they are granted European Medicines Agency market-
ing authorisation and before an HTA reimbursement decision is 
made. There is an evidence generation element in the ATU, but in 
contrast to “coverage with evidence generation” schemes such as 
the UK’s Cancer Drugs Fund, this is not a primary objective of the 
ATU and the data generated through the scheme are not typically a 
critical element of the HTA

Polivy—a first-in-class treatment for diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, 
a rare but fatal condition—was accepted into the ATU on the basis 
of a phase Ib/II study [7, 8] and authorised for use by the European 
Medicines Agency [9]. However, France’s HTA agency, the Haute 
Autorité de Santé (HAS), subsequently rejected Polivy for reim-
bursement on the basis of the same package of evidence submitted 
to the ATU [10]. The HAS judged that Polivy “did not provide a 
sufficient medical benefit or public health benefit to justify a place 
in the treatment of adult patients …” [10]. It is notable that HAS’s 
judgement did not reference value for money and appears to be 
based entirely on perceived health benefits.

There is considerable overlap in the criteria for ATU eligibility and 
HAS reimbursement: both emphasise relative efficacy/effective-
ness and safety, disease severity and rarity, and the availability of 
alternative therapies [11, 12]. However, ATU deemed Polivy to 
be promising enough in addressing a recognised UMN to grant 
accelerated access, whilst HAS saw essentially the same evidence 
as insufficient to justify a place in treatment. This outcome suggests 
an important misalignment in understanding between two closely 
related agencies that should, in principle, be working in concert. 
Similar misalignment between regulators and assessors has been 
noted elsewhere, [13] and represents a key barrier to effectively 
addressing UMNs.

3  Towards a Shared Understanding of UMN

Misalignment between stakeholders around UMN, as well as 
perceptions of opportunism in its application, [14] have led 
to calls for ‘genuine’ UMNs to be more effectively distin-
guished from less pressing health needs [6]. However, given 
the diversity of stakeholders and contexts represented along 
the medicines development pathway, we suggest that any 
process of arriving at a shared understanding of ‘genuine 
UMNs’ must begin with principles that can be understood 
without reference to context. Central to this approach is rec-
ognising that stakeholders may reasonably disagree over the 
relevance of specific elements in setting priorities, but can 
nevertheless identify a set of rationale, based on different 

visions of ‘fairness’, upon which a set of principles for prior-
ity setting might be agreed [15, 16].

On this basis, we suggest that stakeholders must ‘co-
create’ a conceptual framework for understanding UMN, 
based on a pragmatic combination of outcomes-oriented 
and process-oriented visions of justice. Outcomes-oriented, 
or substantive, visions of justice focus on the fairness of 
the outcome without consideration of the process, whereas 
process-oriented visions of justice emphasise fairness in 
how an outcome is reached without prescribing the outcome 
itself [17, 18]. We believe that ‘procedural justice’, in the 
form of a fair and inclusive deliberative process, is essential 
for the legitimacy and broad acceptance of any resulting 
understanding of UMN, whilst consideration of ‘substantive’ 
theories of justice provides a useful structure for discussion. 
Given the complexity of UMN as a concept, a purely proce-
dural approach with no explicit vision of a fair outcome may 
struggle to reach consensus, whilst an emphasis on outcomes 
at the expense of a fair and inclusive process will struggle to 
demonstrate legitimacy.

We suggest that the substantive principles included in this 
process are likely to include concerns for need (i.e. resources 
should be prioritised in proportion to need, often in terms 
of severity); inequality (i.e. resources should be prioritised 
so as to reduce inequalities); and well-being maximisation 
(i.e. resources should be prioritised to maximise aggregate 
well-being) [19]. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the various ele-
ments of UMN described by Vreman et al. [4], including 
aspects of availability, disease burden and patient charac-
teristics, can each be seen to embody one or more of these 
principles. For example, criteria related to disease severity 
can be seen to reflect need principles, concerns for disease 
burden (especially prevalence) can be seen to reflect maxim-
ising principles and concerns for the availability of alterna-
tive treatments arguably reflect equality principles as well 
as need principles. We acknowledge, though, that different 
readers may see different principles reflected in different ele-
ments of UMN.

This is not to imply that these are the only principles that 
are relevant to understanding UMN, but we do suggest that 
these principles are a useful starting point given their promi-
nence in many discussions of distributive justice in health 
[17, 19, 20]. We intentionally avoid an overly prescriptive or 
structured approach as we believe any process of re-concep-
tualising UMN must be stakeholder led to achieve consen-
sus over identified principles. This framework is intended to 
help start that process of deliberation and consensus.

We see the primary advantage of a principles-based 
framework as providing a common vocabulary for discuss-
ing UMN at the level of objectives rather than specific cri-
teria. For example, rather than focusing on how many treat-
ment alternatives should be available before an UMN around 
availability is no longer considered ‘unmet’, discussions 
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could focus on agreeing how equality in access or health 
outcomes might be understood and recognised. An agree-
ment on this principle would then inform context-specific 
criteria to identify which conditions fail to meet this objec-
tive and may therefore represent an UMN.

Furthermore, given maximising principles are already the 
explicit basis of many existing value frameworks [21, 22], 
framing objectives for UMN around compatible distribu-
tive principles such as need and equality would, in theory, 
allow these concerns to be incorporated into these frame-
works and considered on an equal ethical basis to maximis-
ing objectives.

4  Challenges in the Application of a New 
Framework

We do not mean to underestimate the difficulty of reach-
ing consensus on a set of shared objectives around UMN. 
Simply encouraging stakeholders to explicitly acknowledge 
and prioritise different objectives would represent progress, 
though, as it would require them to justify their objectives 
and to acknowledge the legitimacy of the objectives of 
others.

A key challenge, even at the conceptual level described 
here, is that these principles represent often conflicting 
concerns, such as the incompatible objective of simul-
taneously equalising and maximising outcomes. Hence, 
trade-offs will need to be made between objectives, and 
each stakeholder may assign a different importance to each 
objective. Health technology assessment bodies, for exam-
ple, may prioritise maximising objectives over concerns 

for need or equality, whilst research funders may be more 
likely to focus on need principles over aggregate benefits. 
However, discussing differing priorities and objectives at 
the level of distributive principles rather than quantitative 
criteria allows stakeholders to consider trade-offs between 
objectives in a more constructive manner than is possible 
under the often binary and disconnected criteria by which 
we currently understand UMNs. Mutual consideration and 
recognition would represent progress from the current sit-
uation of misaligned and often suspicious understanding 
of the objectives of others.

Agreeing on a principles-based framework will not in 
itself provide an operational definition of UMN. However, 
it is an important initial step towards reconceptualising 
UMN to improve alignment between stakeholders and 
provide a more reliable and consistent signal to innova-
tors. Future steps in developing an operational definition 
of UMN may involve an empirical study of population 
values to derive the ethical principles for allocating health-
care [23]. This would provide insights into public attitudes 
and preferences, such as society’s views on which trade-
offs between objectives (e.g. maximising vs equalising 
outcomes) are considered acceptable, and which are not, 
and translating these principles into consistent but context-
specific criteria for identifying UMNs and incentivising 
future innovation.
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